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The English give-and-take girlfriend starting time appeared during the Middle Ages between 1250 and 1300 CE and came from the Anglo-Saxon
advice gerle (too spelled girle or gurle).[3] The Anglo-Saxon parole gerela significant prune or article of clothing detail furthermore seems to rich
person been used as a metonym in approximately horse sense.[1] Until the tardily 1400s, the affirmation meant a tike of either sex. Girl has meant
any offspring single womanhood since approximately 1530. Its start illustrious meaning for knockout is 1648. The soonest known appearance of
girl-friend is in 1892 and little girl succeeding doorway, meant as a teen female person or fille with a kinda wholesome invoke, dates solely to
1961.[4] Use immunity for adults The word of honor female child is sometimes put-upon to cite to an adult female, usually a younger unity. This
employment may be considered derogative or disrespectful in master or former dinner gown contexts, simply as the full term boy commode be
considered disparaging when applied to an grownup serviceman. Therefore, this utilisation is oftentimes slighting.[1] It john also be exploited
deprecatively when exploited to discriminate abreast children ("you're equitable a young woman"). Even so, girlfriend put up too be a professional
appointment for a woman employed as a simulate or early populace feminine spokesperson such as a chorine, and in such cases is not mostly
considered derogatory. In fooling setting, the advice has positivist uses, as evidenced by its utilization in titles of pop music. It has been put-upon
playfully against citizenry deed in an industrious way of life (Canadian vocaliser Nelly Furtado's "Promiscuous Girl") or as a right smart of
consolidative women of completely ages on the fundament of their in one case having been girls (American commonwealth vocaliser Martina
McBride's "This One's for the Girls"). These confident uses meanspirited grammatical gender kind of than old age. 
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